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Propagation of electromagnetic waves in magnetized plasma near the electron cyclotron frequency
can be strongly modified by adding a weak magnetic undulator. For example, both right- and
left-hand circularly polarized waves can propagate along the magnetic field without experiencing
resonant absorption. This effect of entirely eliminating electron cyclotron heating is referred to as
the undulator-induced transparencysUITd of the plasma, and is the classical equivalent of the
well-known quantum mechanical effect of electromagnetically induced transparency. The basics of
UIT are reviewed, and various ways in which UIT can be utilized to achieve exotic propagation
properties of electromagnetic waves in plasmas are discussed. For example, UIT can dramatically
slow down the waves’ group velocity, resulting in the extreme compression of the wave energy in
the plasma. Compressed waves are polarized along the propagation direction, and can be used for
synchronous electron or ion acceleration. Strong coupling between the two wave helicities are
explored to impart the waves with high group velocities]v /]k for vanishing wave numbersk.
Cross-helicity coupling for realistic density and magnetic field profiles are examined using a
linearized fluid code, particle-in-cell simulations, and ray-tracing WKB calculations. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1865053g

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetically induced transparencysEITd is a well
known1–4 in nonlinear optics phenomenon. Its main signature
that lends EIT its name is the propagation of an electromag-
netic wave through the normally opaque medium in the pres-
ence of a second, more powerful electromagnetic wave. For
example, a medium consisting of three-level atoms schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 1swhere the levels 0, 1, and 2 are,
respectively, the ground, excited, and Raman atomic levels
with energiesE0, E1, andE2d, is opaque to an electromagnetic
wave sprobed with frequencyv1=sE1−E0d /" tuned to the
transition from the ground to the excited state. When the
medium is illuminated by a second laser beamspumpd with
frequency v0=sE1−E2d /", it becomes transparent to the
probe. In the parlance of atomic physics, transparency is
achieved because the three-level atomic system evolves into
the so-called trapped state, where atoms exist in a superpo-
sition of the ground and Raman states.2 First predicted and
observed in gasses, it was later extended to solids.5,6

Another remarkable property of the EIT media is their
ability to dramatically slow down light.7 Recent experiments
demonstrated that light can be stopped, stored,8,9 and even
forced to move backwards10 in the EIT medium. Slowing
down is achieved because the photons of the original probe
pulse are redistributed in the EIT medium between the
propagating electromagnetic wave and the nonpropagating

Raman excitation of the medium. The resulting so-called
dark-state polaritons11 can have a small electromagnetic en-
ergy content and, therefore, very low group velocity. A num-
ber of promising applications of EIT based on the slow light
have been suggested.12–14For example, it has been suggested
that strong coupling between electromagnetic and acoustic
waves can be realized by slowing down light to the sound
speed Matskoet al.15

It has recently been shown that EIT is possible not only
in quantum mechanical systemssas previously thoughtd, but
also in classical systems such as the magnetized plasma16–20

A right-hand circularly polarizedsRHCPd electromagnetic
wave launched along the magnetic fieldB=B0ez and having
the frequencyv1=V0 swhere V0=eB0/mc is the electron
cyclotron frequencyd is resonantly absorbed by the plasma.
This phenomenon, known as the electron cyclotron heating
sECHd, occurs only for one of the two wave helicities be-
cause the electric field of the RHCP wave rotates in the same
direction as the electrons in the magnetic fieldB0ez. The
other helicity corresponding to the left-hand circularly polar-
ized sLHCPd wave propagates without absorption. Transpar-
ency of the plasma to RHCP wave can be achieved, and ECH
overcome, by adding a lower-frequency pump16,17 with v0

=V0−vp, where vp=s4pe2N/md1/2 is the electron plasma
frequency. HereN is the plasma frequency, −e is the electron
charge, andm is the electron mass. Given the unavoidable
small inhomogeneity of the plasma density and magnetic
field, as well as the finite plasma temperature, the required
for transparency pump power is very high.
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Fortunately, in the special case ofV0=vp the frequency
of the pump is equal to zero. This corresponds17 to a mag-
netostatic undulator withBu=Busex sinkuz+ev coskuzd as the
pump. Because a high field magnetic undulator is relatively
straightforward to make EIT can indeed by experimentally
realized in that special regime referred to as the undulator
induced transparencysUITd. Cyclotron absorption is sup-
pressed because of the excitation of the longitudinal plasma
wave splasmond. Magnetostatic undulator couples the longi-
tudinal plasma and the transverse RHCP waves resulting in a
hybrid wave which has both longitudinal and transverse
components of the electric field. The hybrid wave is not ab-
sorbed at the cyclotron frequency, which is the signature of
the UIT of plasma. Because of the practically achievable
axial and undulator magnetic field strengthsB0 andBu, UIT
is a microwave/plasma phenomenon with an upper frequency
limit of about 300 GHz. A typical experimental setup for a
UIT experiment is shown in Fig. 2; plasma column is im-
mersed in axial magnetic field of a solenoidal magnet with a
helical undulator field superimposed on it. High power mi-
crowaves from a gyrotron are injected into the plasma and
compressed by a significant factor dependent on the mag-
netic field strengths of the undulator and solenoid.

The group velocity of the hybrid wave can be very slow
for Bu!B0 making the hybrid wave the equivalent of the
slow light in quantum optics. The slowing down occurs be-
cause the hybrid wave is primarily longitudinally polarized
and has a small Poynting vector. If the spatial length of the
injected electromagnetic wave isL0=ct0 swhere t0 is the
temporal pulse durationd, the spatial length of the hybrid
wave is L1=vgt0!L0, resulting in the energy density in-
crease by a factorG=L0/L1@1. The hybrid nature of the
slow wave in the plasma bears a strong similarity to the
coupled excitations of the light and matter: the so-called

dark-state polaritons.11 The essential difference is that the
slowing down of light due to creation of dark-state polaritons
does not amount to energy compression: most of the com-
pressed pulse energy is carried away by the pump, plus some
is stored in atoms. In UIT the entire pulse energy is com-
pressed.

One of the promising applications of the compressed en-
ergy in the plasma is the high-gradient acceleration of elec-
trons and ions, made even more attractive by the ability to
tune the phase velocity of the accelerating field.19 Another
possible application is to pulse chopping: if the group veloc-
ity of the wave could be rapidly changedsby, for example,
changing the plasma densityd, then the initially long micro-
wave pulse could be significantly shortened. These applica-
tions rely exclusively on the small group velocity of waves
in UIT plasma, and they have been recognized in our earlier
UIT work.17,19 It turns out that the strong coupling between
the two electromagnetic wave helicitiessRHCP and LHCPd
creates opportunities for engineering propagation properties
of waves in the plasma as suited for other applications. For
example, a helical undulator creates a significant asymmetry
between forward and backward moving waves. One can then
engineer the dispersion properties of the waves in such a way
that the group velocity for a vanishing wave numberkz is not
zero. Such waves can be used for extracting energy from
relativistic electron beams at high efficiency.21

Interhelicity coupling also has a strong effect on the very
possibility of the above mentioned energy compression. High
energy compression requires a large reduction in the group
velocity: Vg/c!1. Earlier analytic models16–18,20 neglected
the possibility of interhelicity coupling by assuming that the
hybrid wave is the combination of the transverse RHCP and
longitudinal plasma waves. The analytic prediction of such
single-helicity theory is that the group velocity of the hybrid
wave sRHCP plus the electron plasma waved is vg

=sBu/B0d2c/2 sRef. 17d regardless of the undulator period
and helicity. Therefore, it is advantageous to achieve UIT
with as smallBu as the plasma and magnetic field homoge-
neities allow. Earlier particle-in-cellsPICd simulations19 have
confirmed UIT forBuù0.5B0 but failed to find transparency
for smaller values ofBu. Moreover, they revealed a peculiar
and unaccounted for by the single-helicity analytic model
dependence of the wave propagation on the undulator period
and helicity.

In this work the interhelicity coupling is fully explored.
The dependence of wave propagation in the UIT plasma on
the undulator period and helicity are explained. Depending

FIG. 1. Schematic of EIT in a three-level quantum mechanical system.
Weak pulse with frequencyv1=sE1−E0d /" is absorbed in the absence of a
pump. In the presence of a strong pump tuned tov0=v1−vp fwhere vp

=sE2−E0d /"g medium becomes transparent. The three levels shown are the
groundslabeled 0d, excitedslabeled 1d, and Ramanslabeled 2d.

FIG. 2. Conceptual setup of a UIT experiment: plasma
is immersed in a combination of the solenoidal and he-
lical undulator magnetic fields. Microwaves at the elec-
tron cyclotron frequency are injected into and com-
pressed in the plasma.
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on the undulator periodlu=2p /ku, several propagation re-
gimes are identified: sad small-pitch ku!V0/c, sbd
intermediate-pitchku,V0/c, and scd large-pitchku@V0/c.
Moreover, it is found that the helical undulator removes the
symmetry between the forward and backward propagating
waves. The original single-helicity calculation is found valid
only in the regimescd. Energy compression by almost two
orders of magnitude is demonstrated in that regime using
PIC simulations. In the regimesbd, realized in the earlier PIC
simulations,19 plasma is indeed opaque forBu!B0 due to
interhelicity coupling. The regimesad holds interesting op-
portunities for engineering wave propagation properties near
kz=0, such as ensuring a nonvanishing group velocity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
linearized equations describing the coupling between the
RHCP and LHCP electromagnetic waves are introduced and
numerically integrated. They are also analyzed in the WKB
approximation valid for smoothly varying plasma density
and magnetic field. WKBsor ray-tracingd approach is a
very convenient tool for predicting the crude features of
wave propagation, such as whether the launched wave trans-
mits through the plasma. In Sec. II B the three propagation
regimes are analyzed. Engineering electromagnetic wave
propagation properties in the plasma in the vicinity ofkz=0
are discussed in Sec. III. The results of PIC simulations of
wave compression in the UIT plasma and discussion of their
relevance to particle acceleration are presented in Sec. IV.

II. LINEAR EQUATIONS DESCRIBING INTERHELICITY
COUPLING

A one-dimensional in space linear model of electromag-
netic wave propagation in the UIT plasma is considered be-
low. Ion motion is neglected, and plasma electrons are de-
scribed as a cold linear fluid characterized by its velocityv.
Some of the nonlinear aspects of the UIT have been
investigated18 in the context of the single-helicity theory. In-
stead, coupling between different helicitiessleft- and right-
hand circular polarizationsd is fully accounted for in this sec-
tion. The total magnetic field consists of the spatially varying
axial B0szdez and transversesundulatingd Bu=Busez sinkuz
+ey coskuzd fields. One can assign a pseudoscalar quantity
H=Au·Bu swhere Bu= = 3Aud to the undulator. Note that
the helicity H changes sign withku. Thus, the helicity of a
helical undulator can be reversed by reversing the sign ofku.
We refer to a helical undulator withku.0 as the positive-
helicity undulator. Linearized fluid equations for the trans-
verse and longitudinal components of the electron velocity
are

]v'

]t
+ V0fv' 3 ezg = −

e

m
SE' +

vz

c
fez 3 Bug'D , s1d

]vz

]t
= −

e

m
SEz +

1

c
v' 3 BuD

z
. s2d

Coupling of the transverse and longitudinal degrees of free-
dom through the magnetic undulator expressed by Eqs.s1d
and s2d is essential making the plasma transparent at the
cyclotron frequency.

Linearized wave equation for the electric field simplifies
in the one-dimensionals1Dd limit to ]tEz=sm/edvp

2vz for the
longitudinal andsc2]z

2−]t
2dE'=−sm/edvp

2]tv' for the trans-
verse components. It is convenient to expand the transverse
components of the electric field as the superposition of the
right- and left-hand circularly polarized components:
eE' / smcvd=Refsa+e++a−e−dexps−ivtdg. Expressing the
electron fluid velocity in terms of the electric field and sub-
stituting it into the wave equation yields, after some
algebra,22 the equations describing interhelicity coupling:

F ]2

]z2 +
v2

c2 n+
2szdGa+ =

v2

c2 gszde2ikuza−, s3d

F ]2

]z2 +
v2

c2 n−
2szdGa− =

v2

c2 gszde−2ikuza+, s4d

where the refractive indicesn± for the RHCP and LHCP
polarizations, respectively, are

n±
2 = 1 −

vp
2

v

2VR
2v − sv2 − vp

2dsv ± V0d
4VR

2v2 − sv2 − vp
2dsv2 − V0

2d
, s5d

the coupling coefficientg is

g =
2VR

2vp
2

4VR
2v2 − sv2 − vp

2dsv2 − V0
2d

s6d

and the spatial dependencies of the refractive indices onz
originates from the parametric dependence ofn± on the spa-
tially inhomogeneous plasma density and axial magnetic
field. Without an undulator the expressions for refraction in-
dices revert to the usual23 formulas for the RHCP and LHCP
waves propagating along the magnetic field in the plasma:
n±

2=1−vp
2/vsv7V0d. Although n± are explicitly indepen-

dent ofku, wave propagation in the UIT does depend onku

through Eqs.s3d and s4d. The earlier studied single-helicity
case corresponding tog=0 does not reveal any dependence
of the wave propagation on the undulator wave number or
helicity. Equationss3d ands4d describe coupling of the elec-
tromagnetic waves into a UIT plasma with arbitrary profiles
of the plasma density and magnetic field. In the rest of the
paper sexcept Sec. IVd we assume the following profiles:
Nszd /N0=2 tanhsvz/5c−5d−2 tanhsvz/5c−19d and
B0szd /B0=2−0.5 tanhsvz/5c−5d+tanhsvz/5c−19d. These
profiles have constant density and magnetic field plateaus for
40,vz/2pc,70. A “magnetic trap” profile of the axial
magnetic is chosen to avoid resonances ofn± at the entrance
or exit of the plasma.

There exists a resonant relationship between the electron
plasma and cyclotron frequencies that we refer to as the “per-
fect” transparency case:V0=vp;Îvp

2+VR
2. When this con-

dition is satisfied, andv=V0=vp, it is found thatn+=1 cor-
responding to perfect transparency. Note that the undulator
slightly renormalizes the effective plasma frequency.18 The
refractive index of the RHCP wave in the perfect transpar-
ency case is approximately given byn+

2<1+vp
2dv /vsVR

2

−dv2d, wheredv=v−V0 is the detuning from the electron
cyclotron resonance.
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Because one of the most appealing applications of UIT is
electron and ion acceleration in plasma,17,19 we also present,
for the reference, the expression for the longitudinal electric
field:

Ez =
mcv

e
gSa+

v + V0

2VR
e−ikuz − a−

v − V0

2VR
eikuzDe−ivt + c.c.

s7d

According to Eq.s7d, the accelerating field under or close to
UIT conditions sv<V0d is determined primarily by the
RHCP amplitudea+. Thus, the injected electromagnetic
wave should have a significant RHCP component inside the
plasma in order to excite a strong plasma wave.

A. WKB analysis of coupled wave propagation

While it is possible at this stage to solve Eqs.s3d ands4d
numerically using the appropriate boundary conditions be-
fore the plasma startsincident RHCP wave of a given ampli-
tudea+

incd and after the plasma endsonly transmitted RHCP
and LHCPd, it is instructive to develop a qualitative under-
standing of wave propagation in the UIT plasma. Geometric
optics can be used if plasma parameters vary smoothly on a
scale of the radiation wavelength. Electromagnetic waves in
the plasma can be described using phase-space trajectories in
the sn,zd phase plane.24 The resulting approximate descrip-
tion of the wave propagation is equivalent to the multicom-
ponent WKB theory.25,26 The WKB description assigns
propagation trajectories in thesn,zd phase plane to different
electromagnetic modes.

Before applying WKB to Eqs.s3d and s4d, it is conve-
nient to eliminate the rapidly oscillating inz coefficients in
the right-hand sides by making the following substitution:
a±= ã±exps±inuz̃d, wherez̃=vz/c and nu=kuc/v. After sub-
stituting a± into Eqs.s3d and s4d, we obtain

]2ã+

] z̃2 + 2inu
]ã+

] z̃
+ sn+

2 − nu
2dã+ = gã−,

]2ã−

] z̃2 − 2inu
]ã−

] z̃
+ sn−

2 − nu
2dã− = gã+, s8d

where all quantities slowly vary withz̃. The standard WKB
approach is to seek the solution to Eqs.s3d and s4d in the
form of ã±sz̃d=a±

s0dsz̃deiSsz̃d, wherea±
s0d is slowly varying with

z̃. If the dependence ofa±
s0d and all other terms onz̃ is ne-

glected, we obtain

SD+sz̃,nd gsz̃d
gsz̃d D−sz̃,nd

DSa+
s0d

a−
s0d D = 0, s9d

wherensz̃d;dSsz̃d /dz̃ is the local wave number. Note that
according to Eq.s7d the physical meaning ofnsz̃d is the wave
number of the plasma wave associated with the given branch
m, where 1ømø4, at the given pointz̃. There are at most
four branches corresponding to two helicitessRHCP and
LHCPd and two propagation directionssforward and back-
wardd. At some pointsz̃ some of the branches may not exist.
For example, we will show that in the intermediate pitch
regime only two branchess1ùmø2d exist in the plasma

plateau region. The normalized wave numbernsmdszd is found
by solving the fourth-order polynomial equation,

0 = Dsk,v,z̃d ; D+sz̃,ndD−sz̃,nd − g2sz̃d, s10d

whereD±sz̃,nd=sn±nud2−n±
2sv , z̃d andk=nv /c. By calculat-

ing nsmdsz̃d’s that satisfy Eq.s10d, a phase space trajectory in
the sn, z̃d phase space can be drawn24 for each real-valued
nsmd. The direction of the ray motion in the phase plane is
determined by the sign of the group velocityvg=]v /]k at a
given point sn, z̃d for each propagation branch. From Eq.
s10d, the value of the group velocity is evaluated according
to

vg = −
]D/]k

]D/]v
s11d

for each propagation branch that exists at a givenz. Inside
the plateau region of the plasma, for the “perfect transpar-
ency” regimesv=V0=vp, Bu/B0=0.2d, vg/c is plotted in
Fig. 3 as a function of the normalized undulator wave num-
ber nu. Three regions ofnu can be identified in Fig. 3 of
small and largenu, where four different propagation branches
coexist, and of intermediatenu, where only two branches are
found.

Equations9d also provides information about the relative
magnitudes of the RHCP and LHCP helicities in a given
propagation branch:

Ksz̃,nd =
a−

s0d

a+
s0d = −

D+sz̃,nd
g

= −
g

D−sz̃,nd
. s12d

Taking into account the slow variation ofnm with z̃, an
equation for the mode amplitudes of each propagation
branch can be derived. The total two-component WKB solu-
tion at a given pointz̃ is then expressed as

FIG. 3. Group velocity of propagating modes inside the UIT plasmaspla-
teau regiond vs the undulator wave number. The four propagation branches
are labeled: right-moving LHCPsId and RHCFsII d waves, and left-moving
LHCP sIII d and RHCPsIV d. The inset shows the group velocities over a
wider range ofnu.
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Sã+

ã−
D = o

m
S1

K
D Csmd

Însmds1 + K2d + nus1 − K2d

3expSEz̃

nsmddz̃D , s13d

where the summation is over all modes present atz̃, andCsmd

are constants determined by the initial conditions. WKB
description assumes that the existing propagation branches
do not interact. Because we are dealing with electromagnetic
waves and not with geometric rays, this description is only
approximate. As shown in Sec. II B, WKB solutions become
inaccurate if dispersion curves become close to each other in
some region of the phase space. In those regions electromag-
netic waves can tunnel between branches experiencing mode
conversion.24

B. Three propagation regimes in UIT plasma

Aided by the qualitative WKB description, we can now
investigate the three regimes of wave propagation in the UIT
regime by solving Eqs.s3d ands4d. For all cases we assume
that Bu=0.2B0 and that the perfect transparency condition
v=V0=vp is satisfied. Therefore,n+=1 in the plasma pla-
teau region, and in the absence of interhelicity coupling the
incident from the left onto the plasma RHCP wave must
transmit through the plasma. Boundary conditions at the left
boundary of the computational domainsz=0d corresponding
to the RHCP wave with amplitudea+

inc incident from the left
on the vacuum-plasma boundary are imposed:

Fa+ − i
c

v

]a+

]z
G

z=0
= 2a+

inc, Fa− − i
c

v

]a−

]z
G

z=0
= 0. s14d

Boundary conditions at the right boundary of the computa-
tional domainsvz/c=120d ensures that there is no incident
radiation from the right:

Fa+ + i
c

v

]a+

]z
G

z=L
= 0, Fa− + i

c

v

]a−

]z
G

z=L
= 0. s15d

First, consider the case of a small-pitch undulator,ku

=0.2v /c. The solutions of Eqs.s3d ands4d are plotted in the
left column of Fig. 4; phase space trajectories in the WKB
limit are plotted in the right column of Fig. 4. Figures 4sad
and 4sbd show that that even though the RHCP wave gets
into the plasma, it acquires a significant LHCP component in
the plasma. Figures 4sad and 4sed validate this conclusion.
The inset in Fig. 4sdd indicates that the wave atz=0 along
the RHCP branch labeled II is split between branches I and II
inside the plasma. Because both branches I and II have al-
most equala+ anda− components, the beat wave patterns in
Figs. 4sad and 4sbd indicate that both branches are excited. Of
course, geometric optics cannot capture the coupling be-
tween branches I and II that takes place in the plasma. In the
small-pitch regime there are four propagation branches in-
side the plasma. Only the forward-moving RHCP and LHCP
are strongly coupled. The backward moving branches have
very different propagation wave numbers and are not excited
in the plasma. Therefore, there is no reflection from the UIT
plasma visible in Fig. 4sad.

The intermediate-pitch case is analyzed in Fig. 5 forku

=0.9v /c. In the intermediate pitch regime there are only two
propagating branches inside the plasma. Coupling is strong

FIG. 4. Small-pitch propagation regime:nu=0.2, Bu=0.2B0, v=V0, vp=V0. Left column—amplitudes of the electromagnetic wave components in the UIT
plasma normalized to that of the injected RHP wavea+

inc=a0 obtained by solving Eqs.s3d and s4d sad RHCP, sbd LHCP, andscd longitudinal electric field.
Arrows indicate the direction of the phase velocity. Right column: geometric optics approach to wave propagation of two coupled wave helicities.sdd Solid
lines: phase space trajectories calculated from Eq.s10d. Arrows indicate group velocity direction from Eq.s11d. Dashed line and dot-dashed lines: noninter-
actingsg=0d forward RHCP and backward LHCP.sed Mode ratioua−/a+u for the propagation branchesslabeled by I–IVd. Inset shows that the trajectories do
not cross.
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between the forward and backward propagating waves at the
entrance into the plasma. In this regime plasma is opaque to
RHCP wave which does not penetrate into the plateau re-
gion. The opaqueness is caused by the strong conversion
sabout 90%d of the forward-traveling RHCP into the
backward-traveling LHCP. The remaining 10% is mode con-
verted into the forward-traveling LHCP which penetrates
into the plateau region of the plasma, and subsequently
leaves the plasma from the right side. Near the exit from the
plasma this small LHCP partly converts into an even smaller
RHCP which also leaves the plasma. Here and elsewhere,
mode conversion coefficients have been obtained from the
numerical simulations.

Longitudinal plasma wave has a very small amplitude
because of the small RHCP component of the electric field in
the plasma plateau region. Geometric optics calculation
sketched in Fig. 5sdd confirms that interpretation: the RHCP
wave injected along the branch I reflects back along the
branch III as the LHCP wave. This propagation regime is
useful in illustrating the lack of symmetry between the for-
ward and backward waves. Although the RHCP wave in-
jected from the left does not penetrate the plasma, the RHCP
injected from the right does, as shown by the branch III in
Fig. 5sdd. Therefore, in this regime the UIT plasma serves as
a “wave diode:” it transmits RHCP waves traveling in one
direction and reflects those traveling in the opposite direc-
tion. As will be explained in Sec. III, this asymmetry be-
tween the forward and backward propagating waves is due to
the fact that the helicity of a helical undulator is changed by
the inversion transformation which interchanges forward and
backward waves.

In the case of a large-pitch undulatorsku=1.6v /cd
shown in Fig. 6 we observe that the injected from the left
RHCP does transmit through the plasma, with a small reflec-
tion into the LHCP wave. This reflection can be understood
from the geometric optics picture by noting that branches I
and II are very closely located in the phase space. This prox-

imity increases the tunneling coefficient between the
branches and results in a measurable reflection. The large
pitch is the only propagation regime which is accurately de-
scribed by the single-helicity theory:17 both the forward and
backward RHCP penetrate the plasma and slow down to a
small group velocityvg!c. This is well illustrated by Fig. 3
for cku/V0.1.5 propagation branches II and IV have ap-
proximately equal and opposite group velocitiesuvgu<0.02.
Note that in all three Figs. 4–6 corresponding to small, in-
termediate, and large-pitch undulators, the dashed lines de-
noting the phase space trajectory of a forward moving RHCP
in the absence of interhelicity couplingis are identical to each
other. It is the interhelicity coupling that explains the differ-
ence in wave propagation for different undulator wave num-
bers.

III. ENGINEERING PROPAGATION PROPERTIES OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES NEAR CYCLOTRON
RESONANCE

Although energy compression is one the most appealing
applications of UIT, we have found another interesting appli-
cation that does not require a small group velocity. UIT
enables engineering propagation properties of electromag-
netic waves in the vicinity of the cyclotron resonance that is
very counterintuitive and, at the same time, desirable for
high power microwave applications. One example consid-
ered by us is engineering of a microwave propagation band
with a nonvanishing group velocity for vanishing wave num-
ber k+;k+ku of the RHCP wave component. This is indeed
a highly desirable propagation property because it can lead to
efficient broadband generation of microwaves in a relativistic
beam driven microwave device such as a gyrotravelling
wave tubesgyro-TWTd.21 Efficiency increase comes from
the smallness of the wave numberk+ whereas the broadband
characteristic comes from the possibility of matching the
electron beam velocityvb and microwave group velocityvg.

FIG. 5. Intermediate pitch regime: same as Fig. 4, butnu=0.9. Injected fromz=0 salong branch Id RHCP does not penetrate into the plasma and is reflected
along branch III as LHCP.
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A smooth waveguide does not allow for simultaneousk+=0
and large group velocity. The present solution is to make a
helically corrugated waveguide.21

Adding plasma to high power microwave devices has
been credited with increasing the electron beam current,
bandwidth, efficiency, and reducing the need for guiding
magnetic fields.27 To increase the bandwidth it is beneficial
to find the regime in which a plasma-filled device supports
waves withdv /dk=vb for k+=0. Because in any medium
with inversion symmetryvsk+d is an even function ofk+, a
medium with a broken inversion symmetry must be
identified. UIT plasma is such a medium. To see that there
is an asymmetry between forwardsk+.0d and backward
sk+,0d waves, consider the inversion transformation
sz→−zd that exchanges the forward and backward waves.
Inversion does not affect the axial magnetic fieldB0ez be-
cause magnetic field is a pseudoscalar. However, the undula-
tor helicity H=Au·Bu does change its sign. Hence, the pres-
ence of an undulator causes the asymmetry between the
forward and backward waves and makes the UIT plasma a
medium without inversion symmetry. One of the manifesta-
tions of this asymmetry has already been described in Sec.
II B ssee Fig. 5d where only the backward traveling RHCP
waves were transmitting through the plasma atv=V0.

In Fig. 7 the dispersion relationv vs k+ is shown for
Bu=0.2B0, ku=−0.35V0/c snegative helicity undulatord, and
V0=vp sperfect transparency conditiond. This dispersion re-
lation is obtained by solving Eq.s10d inside the plasma pla-
teau region and usingk+=k+k+u. Figure 7sbd is a blow-up
of Fig. 7sad for small wave numbersk+ clearly showing two
branches with a positive group velocity atk+=0. The exact
values of the group velocities and the corresponding tok+

=0 “cutoff” frequencies can be easily tuned by varying the
undulator pitch and strength. Because we are interested in
the frequencies detuned from the exact cyclotron resonance,

FIG. 6. Large pitch propagation regime: same as Fig. 4, butnu=1.6. Injected fromz=0 RHCP transmits through the plasma. Single-helicity theory is fairly
accurate in this regime.

FIG. 7. sad Solid lines: dispersion relationv /V0 vs ck+/V0 for Bu=0.2B0,
ku=−0.35V0/c snegative helicity undulatord, andV0=vp sperfect transpar-
ency conditiond. Dashed lines: dispersion characteristics of the RHCP and
LHCP waves in a magnetized plasma without an undulator.sbd Blow-up of
sad for small wave numbers demonstrating the nonvanishing group velocity
vg=dv /dk.0 for k=0.
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group velocity can be fairly high and the transverse electric
field component comparable to the longitudinal component.
This is in contrast to thev=V0 case corresponding to slow
waves with the dominant longitudinal electric field.

IV. ENERGY COMPRESSION FOR ACCELERATOR
APPLICATIONS

The results of the linearized single-frequency fluid simu-
lations presented in Sec. II B predict significant energy com-
pression in the large-pitch undulator regime. For several rea-
sons, it is important to verify these results using first-
principles time-dependent fully relativistic particle
simulations. First, forBu!B0 UIT is a very narrow-band
phenomenon, and it is important to know how it is mani-
fested for finite duration pulses. Second, it has been
demonstrated18 that nonlinear relativistic effects become im-
portant in UIT even for the subrelativistic wave amplitudes
euEu /mcv !1. And, finally, it is important to understand the
spatial and temporal resolution requirements for modeling
UIT with a PIC simulation. The one-dimensional version of
the fully electromagnetic relativistic PIC code VLPLsRef.
28d was used for this study. The following simulation param-
eters have been used: grid sizedz=0.025l swhere l
=2pc/v is the vacuum wavelength of the incident radiationd,
dt=0.95dz/c, 128 particles per cell. The incident circularly
polarized probe pulse has the Gaussian envelopea
=a+

inc expf−svz/c−vtd2/T2g with the duration T=100l /c
and peak amplitudea+

inc=10−3. The large undulator wave
numberku=1.6V0/c ensures plasma transparency and sig-
nificant energy compression for both propagation directions.

The electron plasma density profile is chosen to have a
smooth vacuum/plasma interface and a constant-density pla-
teau region 15,z/l,35:Nszd /N0=0.5 tanhfsz/l

−10d /1.67g−0.5 tanhfsz/l−40d /1.67g. The axial magnetic
field has the magnetic trap shape: gradually decreasing from
a high amplitudeseBz/mc=2vd in the low plasma density
regions to the perfect UIT value ofeB0/mc;V0=v in the
plasma plateau region:Bz/B0=2−0.5 tanhfsz/l−10d /1.67g
+0.5 tanhfsz/l−40d /1.67g. The results of ID PIC simula-
tions for the undulator withnu=−1.6 are shown in Fig. 8.
These simulations physically correspond to the case ofnu

=1.6 illustrated by Fig. 6sdd, with the incident RHCP wave
traveling from right to left. The transverseEx and longitudi-
nal Ez components of the electric field are plotted as different
time snapshots corresponding to the incident pulse just en-
tering the vacuum/plasma interfacest=216l /cd, being to-
tally compressed in the plasmast=600l /cd, reaching the far
end of the plasmast=1104l /cd, and exiting the plasmast
=1488l /cd. All fields are normalized to incident field ampli-
tude. As shown in the right panel in Fig. 8, the longitudinal
electric field is ten times stronger than the transverse electric
field approximately equal to that of the incident wave. There-
fore, energy compression by a factor of 50 is observed. The
phase velocity of the longitudinal field is subrelativistic:
vph<0.4c, making it attractive for ion acceleration.

Simulations result for the undulator withnu=1.6 are
shown in Fig. 9. These simulations physically correspond to
the case ofnu=1.6 illustrated by Figs. 6sad–6sdd, with the
incident RHCP wave traveling from left to right. Here too we
observe energy compression by about the same factor. Some
reflection from the plasma is observed. We contribute this
reflection to partial conversion from forward traveling RHCP
to backward traveling LHCP as illustrated by Figs. 6sbd,
6sdd, and 6sed. Note that the steady state reflection coefficient
deduced from Fig. 6sbd is significantly larger than observed
in time-dependent simulations. We speculate that this reduc-

FIG. 8. Sequential snapshots att= ti of the time evolution of the transversefleft column, sad–sddg and longitudinalfright column, sed–shdg electric field
normalized to the peak electric field in the incident wavea+

inc=10−3. Undulator parameters:nu=1.6, left helicity. sad and sed, t1=216l /c; sbd and sfd, t2
=600l /c; scd and sgd, t3=1104l /c; and sdd and shd, t4=1488l /c.
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tion in reflection revealed by the PIC simulations is a finite
pulse duration effect alluded to earlier. The phase velocity of
the longitudinal plasma wave isvph=−1.6c. By increasing
the undulator wave number tonu=2.0 one can reduce the
phase velocity tovph=−c making it attractive for electron
acceleration.

In summary, we have demonstrated that propagation of
electromagnetic waves near the electron cyclotron resonance
frequency can be dramatically modified by the addition of a
helical magnetic undulator. Specifically, plasma can be made
electromagnetically transparent at and near the electron cy-
clotron resonance frequency through the undulator induced
transparencysUITd. UIT enables extreme compression of
electromagnetic energy in the plasma by slowing down elec-
tromagnetic waves to the group velocity much smaller than
the speed of light in vacuum. Thus compressed electromag-
netic waves can be used for electron and ion accelerations.
Coupling between two radiation helicites, right-hand circular
polarization sRHCPd and left-hand circular polarization
sLHCPd, is very essential in determining the degree, and
even the very fact of energy compression. This coupling also
enables engineering wave propagation properties for small
wave numbers. By a judicious choice of undulator period
and strength group velocity of the wave can be made finite
for kW =0. This has potential applications to beam-driven high
power microwave generation by gyro-TWTs.
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